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Chapter 2

The Problem of the Gap
Nostalgia is like a grammar lesson: You find the present tense and
the past perfect.
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Robert Orben
There is a huge problem in our schools today. This problem is not readily apparent
arent when you
take a quick look as students arrive at school, go to their lockers, saunterr into their
classrooms, and sit as their teachers begin their lessons,
sons but it’s there.

The problem is the rapidly growing gap of understand
understanding between
young people sitting
n the youn
in the classrooms and the adults who teach
and make decisions
about what they will
ach them an
ecisions ab
learn, where they will learn, and how they will llearn. The problem
roblem is tthat this gap in
understanding is causing a crisis off relevanc
relevance in our schools. If it is not addressed,
then we
re
fear for the long-term viability
because many
alternatives to
bility of the public
pub school
hool system be
ny alte
traditional schooling are now appear
appearing in the new digita
digital world.

We believe it is critical
examine the nature
explore
ritica to exam
tu of this gap. To
o do this, it is important to explor
some aspects of the life today’s adults exper
experienced when they were yyoung and
nd compare it to
the life young people experience
today. It is essential
ex
e
to do this in order to grasp the

w

magnitude of the gap thatt has develo
developed between
previous
ween these new digital kids
ids and pre
generations. By describing
establish a foundatio
foundation for making
g the nature of this gap,
p, we can e
significant changes to the way we teach the
digital ge
generation.
e dig
n.

Connectingg With Students
ents Is a Key
Ke to Effective Teaching

ro

Understanding
nding wha
what kids are going through
roug is a key to
o effective p
parenting and teaching. This

knowledge
us have empathy and compassion
owledge helps u
on for our children and students. For teachers,

B

being able to draw upon an understanding off the world students are experiencing helps us use
examples
students know and with the joys and difficulties
xamples and illustrations that connect with what stude
they encounter every day. Brain research
this connection is a key to effective instruction.
h tells us th
For much of the 20th century, the world experienced by children was not radically different from
the world that was experienced by their parents and teachers. Yes, there were new inventions like
radio or television, but the fundamental approach to life did not change. Teachers could assume
that much of their experience growing up was still valid for their students. Teachers could use
examples from their own youth with confidence that their students would understand them. It
was common for adults to think they understood kids because they were once in the same
position, going though the same things the kids were going though.
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Chapter 3

What We Know About
the Digital Generation
There’s nothing wrong with the next generation. What’s wrong is with
our generation and our small mind, small hearts issues—we just buy
the illusions.
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Jennifer James, speech to Oregon School Board
rd Association
Associa
Because of constant digital bombardment, the emergence
landscape, and the
mergence of the new digital lands

pervasive nature of digital experiences, children
are growing up
ildren today ar
p digitally enhanced. Because
they have grown up in a digital environment,
research is inferring
ent, new re
erring that tthe brains of the digital
generation have and continue to change
physically and chemically—our
ge physica
mically—ou children and our
students are actually neurologicallyy wired diffe
differently than
generation (Small
han our gene
all & Vorgon, 2008).

They have developed a cultural
tural brain (from Doidge,
e, 2007, p. 207)). They have develop
developed what we call
hypertext/hyperlinked minds. Their co
cognitive
process information
parallel or
e structures pro
ation in a p

simultaneous manner, not
sequential like ours. Even tho
though we don’t yet fully understand
ot sequen
nd the
incredibly complex
processess iinvolved in
thinking and learning,
important that
closer
plex proce
n thin
g, it’s import
hat we take a clo
look at what we
learned.
e have recently
rec
d.
First, consider that even today,
know more about outer sp
space than we do abou
about inner
oday, we kno

space. For example, even though the human brain
ain makes up only 2 percent of body weight, it
uses 15 percent to 20 percent of the
t oxygen
en consumed
con me (Daviss & Buskist, 200
2008, p. 140).

ro

w

For what this energy
ergy is used
used, we’re
e still not certa
certain. Furthermore,
ermore, rese
research tells us that we
come into the
with about 50
of the brain
he world w
0 percent o
in wiring in place to handle critical initial
(Clarke & Sokoloff, 1999, pp. 637–670).
functions,
the other 50 percent ha
happens afterr birth (Clar
s, while th

B

Growing Up in Our Generation
on

We know
kno both from the research and from perso
personal experience that learning a first language
or even a second language comes easiest
st to us during our first years of life. However, for most
of us, as we get older, learning a second language becomes increasingly difficult. It’s not that
we can’t learn other languages, but when we do, we tend to have more of an accent and
often have problems learning one or more aspects of the new language. Learning a language
later in life is just not as easy as learning one early on (Singleton & Lengyel, 1995, pp. 30–50).

Let’s use this observation as an analogy for what’s going on with our children in the new
digital landscape from the perspective of their internalization of the digital language.
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Chapter 4

Learning Preferences of
the Digital Generation
Our educational system is running like a fine Swiss watch. The problem
is that there is very little market today for fine Swiss watches.
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David Thornburg

We have outlined some important differences in the
way kids today are
he w
re getting and

processing information as compared to the wayy their par
parents and teachers
eachers do. From the work
of writers such as Prensky, Pink, Johnson,
Medina, and many
others, let’s summarize
n, Tapscott, Me
any othe
some of the key aspects of how the digital
generation learns. You’ll see tthese in the following
tal generat
table alongside the teaching preference
traditional teachers.
nce of the vast majority
ority of tradit

Digital Learners
rners Pref
Prefer

Many Educators
M
ucator Prefer

S
Slow
and
nd control
controlled release
se of
mation fro
ited sourc
information
from limited
sources

s, sounds,
Processing pictures,
fore text
color, and video before

To provid
provide text before pic
pictures,
sound
sounds, color, and vide
video

cess to hy
ked
Random access
hyperlinked
dia inform
n
multimedia
information

ide inform
To provide
information linearly,
cally, and sequentially
logically,

ro

Receiving information
infor ation quickly
ltiple multimedia
m
ource
from multiple
sources

B

To network simultaneously with
many o
others

Stud
Students to work independently
befo
before they network and interact

Learning “just in time”

Teaching “just in case”

Instant gratification with
immediate and deferred rewards

Deferred gratification
and delayed rewards

Learning that is relevant, active,
instantly useful, and fun

Teaching memorization in
preparation for standardized tests

Let’s take a closer look at what each one of these differences means.
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Chapter 7

A Shift to
Whole-Mind Instruction
Imagine a school with children that can read and write, but where
there are many teachers who cannot, and you have a metaphor of
the Information Age in which we live.
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Peter
eter Cochrane
Coch
It is important that we take an honest look at the kind of ins
instruction taking
king place in schools today.

Drop in on a typical classroom anywhere in
America and what will you ffind? Students still
n North Ameri
meet with teachers in classrooms that will accommo
accommodate 25 to 30
0 kids just llike they have for the
last hundred years. You will quickly discover
cover that tthe basic instructional
tructional approach has not changed
either. David Thornburg tells the story
teacher from
being brought back
tory of a teac
m a hundred yyears ago bei
to life and asked to teach in
school. Amazingly,
n a modern scho
mazingly, this tteacher of old
ld would fit in quite well
because, while a number
technologiess have been int
introduced into
schools over that
er of new techn
to our sch

hundred-year period, the
underlying approach to instru
instruction has
changed. Teacherss still talk
e underlyin
as not changed
and students still
ill listen.

What do they talk
about? Teachers
great deal of time telling students
alk abou
rs spend a g
nts what they need
to know to do well on tests.
memorize
s. The focus of the instruction
truction is on getting students
udents to m
the content in the curriculum.
preparation forr unit, end of term, and
standardized
ulum. In prep
nd large st
tests, teachers give students
homework assignments
reinforce the
udents hom
ssignm s and projects
ojects that rei

w

memorization of course
material.
ourse mat

Not only do teachers te
tell students what to le
learn, they also tell tthem how to learn it. The most

ro

common type of as
assignment given is the report, a regurgitatio
regurgitation of facts, theories, stories,

B

events,
made by others and gleaned by the students from their research
vents, and observations
o
using the textbook for a course. Most often aall learning is completely internal to the
primarily usin
classroom
ssroom and focused on the instructional
onal materials provided by the teacher. Very little from
the kids’ world is involved at all.
While some research may come from other sources including the Internet, the students
do very little analysis of the material they retrieve. In fact, you will find that the vast
majority of high school teachers assume that students already know how to do effective
research and think critically.
As a result, with the pressure of covering the content outlined in their curriculum guides,
most high school teachers do not spend much time instructing students on how to develop
the higher-level thinking skills needed for critically assessing the research material they
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